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Report o
n Civil Aircraft Accidents in Miscellaneous

Flying for the First 6 Months of 1936
Miscellaneous aircraft operators flew , sented under the following headings
691 ,951miles per fatal accident , and 1 , - | for each table : Licensed aircraft and
012 ,612miles per passenger fatality dur - pilots , Experimental and restricted li

ing the first 6 months of 1936 , estab - censed aircraft , and Unlicensed aircraft
lishing new high marks in both o

f

these and licensed aircraft flown b
y unli

classifications . censed pilots . Under the first head
Miscellaneous operators include fl

y
- ing are given the statistics o
n accidents

ing services , schools , specialists in occurring during the fiying o
f

commer
photographic flying , crop dusting and cially licensed aircraft b

y

licensed
the like , and private flyers . The num - pilots . The second heading applies to

ber o
f

miles flown per accident for the aircraft flown with X (experimental )

first 6 months of 1936 was 52 ,620 . and R (restricted ) licenses . The third
Causes of the 789 accidents which oc - heading is for flying in which unli
curred in miscellaneous flying during censed aircraft were flown by licensed
the period included personnel errors , or unlicensed pilots and licensed air

4
9 . 12 percent ; power -plant failures , cr were flown by unlicensed pilots .

1
5 . 80 percent ; airplane failures , 10 . 38 Vuer each of the three headings the

percent ; weather , 9 . 07 percent ; dark - statistics are further subdivided under
ness , 0 . 84 percent ; airport , terrain , o

r

the headings o
f

Instructional , Experi
water , 1

1 . 30 percent ; other causes , mental , Commercial , and Pleasure .

3 . 11 percent ; undetermined and doubt - Information a
s

to miles flown per
ful , 0 . 38 percent . fatal accident , number o

f

accidents ,

In the detailed statistics presented amount o
f miscellaneous flying , and

hereafter those o
n

causes o
f accidents similar data are given in table C , and

( table A ) and vital statistics and re - the information o
n accidents and viola

sults o
f

accidents (table B ) are pre - tions is presented in table D . Miles
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Radio Range Cone of Silence DIFFERENCES IN CONES OF SILENCE

By C. W. Lample In the case of an RL station , the
inclined antenna produces a cone of si

Patrol pilot, Bureau of Air Commerce lence (zero signal) before the airplane
is over the station . The maximum

An analysis of numerous inquiries signal , however , is not received until
and comments by all classes of pilots the station is passed . The effect pro
indicates the necessity for an explana - duced by the trailing wire is exactly
tion of the effect on radio range sig - opposite , the maximum signal being re
nals when an airplane approaches and ceived before the station is reached and
passes over the transmitting station , the zero signal being received after the
and the reasons therefor . From time station is passed . The distances from
to time reports are received to the ef- the station at which these zones will
fect that certain stations have a " poor " be received depends upon the angle of
.cone of silence , “ no build up ” , cone of inclination of the receiving antenna .
silence " leans " , etc. A desire to ac- As the angle approaches horizontal, the
quaint airmen with the reasons for zero -signal zone moves farther from
these peculiarities , and to discuss the the station and the maximum -signal
effects of various types of receiving zone moves closer to the station , until
antennas upon the cone of silence , has the antenna is exactly horizontal , when
prompted the preparation of the fol the zero -signal zone has disappeared
lowing article and the accompanying entirely .
sketches . In the case of an RA station all of
For maximum accuracy in radio the above, pertaining to the RL, is
range flying , including locating the sta true , in addition to which a cone of
tion by means of the cone of silence , a silence will be noted when passing over
nondirectional type receiving antenna the station , since no signal is projected
is the most desirable . The vertical vertically from an RA station .
mast antenna has been found best ! The effect produced by the popular
suited for this purpose , although in " inclined " type antenna , that is , a sin
one or two cases this type antenna was gle wire from the top of the rudder
reported to be unsatisfactory . A sym - or vertical fin to the receiver , and the
metrical T antenna is also satisfactory , trailing wire antenna , as compared
provided the lead - in is exactly verti - with a vertical mast , is illustrated in

cal and is joined to the flattop directly figure 1 . This effect can be well dem

a
t

the mid point . This type has the onstrated with a vertical mast installa
characteristics of its vertical portion ; | tion by executing 360° turns at any
therefore , the effects are the same as distance from the station , o

r by sharply
those o

f
a vertical mast . If the lead - in banking the ship . In any maneuver ,

is inclined either backward o
r for - when the alinement o
f

the vertical
ward , the characteristics will be those mast coincides with a line from the
of an inclined antenna . airplane to the station a distinct fade

In comparing the localizing effects and loss o
f signal will be noted . This ,

o
f

various types o
f

receiving antennas , o
f

course , is momentary , due to the

it is advisable to keep in mind the type rapidity with which the alinement is

of station to which the receiver is changed during maneuvers . Although
tuned , that is , either RL or RA . The the vertical receiving antenna or its
former is a " loop range " whose courses equivalent is thus shown to be the best
are formed by signals radiated alter - / type for range reception , its widespread
nately from two loop antennas at right use has been somewhat restricted due
angles to each other ; the latter radi - to aerodynamic problems introduced by
ates similar signals from a system of its greater drag at high air speeds and
tower radiators sometimes inappropri - de - icing difficulties . The use of hori
ately referred to a

s

a " TL " system . zontal antennas along the leading edge
The RA type actually has a cone o

f

o
f

the wing should be avoided , a
s they

silence o
r
" dead spot " extending verti - are fundamentally unsuited and may

cally from the station , a conical space result in pronounced false indications .

in which there is no signal . The RL
however , does not have a correspond EFFECT O

F

AIRPLANE STRUCTURE
ing " dead spot . ” The cone of silence
effect that is received is due to the It will be found that varying effects
fact that the alinement of the receiv - can be produced by various types of
ing antenna ( in the case o
f

the verti - antennas . The airplane structure it

cal mast or symmetrical T coincides self may affect the characteristics o
f
a
n

with the line o
f propagation when the antenna . On some types o
f single -en
airplane is directly over the station . Igine aircraft the engine may have a
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shielding effect on the antenna , with negligible as compared to the build -up
the result that the cone of silence ap - | when flying at 600 feet.
pears to be "pushed ” ahead of the air - ! It must be remembered that the form
plane . This condition is of little im - of the cone may vary with any devia
portance as the displacement is hardly tion from the 90° course separation .
noticeable , but it is mentioned here in Usually , " squeezed ” courses (where op
order to stress the possibility of struc- posite courses are 180° apart , but the
tural effect . In general , it may be said angle in the N sectors differs from the

that any type receiving antenna should angle in the A sectors ) have little effect
be thoroughly flight -checked in order upon the cone of silence except possibly
that the pilot may determine its peculi- to narrow it somewhat . However ,
arities before instrument flying is at where courses are "bent ” ; that is , when
tempted . Regarding the vertical mast opposite courses are not 180° apart , the
and symmetrical T such installations effect on the cone of silence is to dis
should be made as close as possible to tort its shape in various ways and in
the receiver ' s antenna terminal in or - some cases to introduce " leaning .” This
der to reduce to a minimum any hori- | becomes more pronounced as the bend
zontal or diagonal effect that may be ) is increased . An extreme is reached

RL.STATION

R.A.STATION

FIGURE 1. —Cone of silence effects with A , vertical mast ; B, inclined antenna ; and C ,trailing antenna

produced by that portion of the lead -in / when both sets of courses are bent to
that is inside the fuselage . the point where the angles in two adja
Figure 2 illustrates graphically the cent sectors are approximately 45° . A
difference in signal strength at various condition such as this may result in
altitudes when approaching and pass excessive leaning of the “ dead spot.”
ing over a station having a 90° separa The cone of silence may also become
tion between courses , using a vertical- less pronounced due to reflections from
mast receiving antenna . By inverting mountains or hills in the immediate vi
figure 2, the form of the cone of silence cinity of a station . A practical study
is outlined by the broken line passing of cones of silence at all stations is
through the peaks of signal strength . now under way . It is possible that the
The scale used is arbitrary and does results may establish a rule that will
not apply to any particular station , apply to certain course alinements .
since the purpose is merely to show the None of the above -mentioned condi
relationship between distance , height, tions affecting what would otherwise be
and receiver output . At 10 ,000 feet the normal cones of silence present any haz
airplane is still nearly 2 miles from ard to the safe operation of aircraft .
the station . Therefore , the build -up is regardless of the condition , little diffi




